-4000 Presumed arrival of the Demon X(A/N)th, plus or minus ten thousand years or multiple thereof, causing magic to slowly infuse the region from the trace leakage of his essence.

-2200 Around this time, a colony of human folk arrives from Mundania. It grows for a while until Magicians and Sorceresses manifest. One of the early Sorceresses is the Sea Hag, mostly unknown to others because of her frequent change of bodies. She married at age 10, badly, and survives until 1077, when she is banished to Brain Coral storage.

-2100 About this time, Xanth is cut off from Mundania, becoming a true island.

-1900 The human colony fails, with the humans becoming assorted magic species through interbreeding or change by magic. Harpies, merfolk, naga, sphinxes, ogres, goblins, elves, fauns, nymphs, fairies, werewolves, and other crossbreeds and variants may derive from this; they tend to be close-mouthed about it, evidently preferring not to admit the debasement of their lineage by human stock. Thus this colony is unknown to history, except by the mute evidence of the surviving species.

-1000 The isthmus is restored and limited contact with Mundania is resumed.

* The Xanth Interface is established, imperfect.

* City of Stone Hinge is deserted.

-800 Centaur species begins around this time.

-85 Prince Harold Harpy delivered.

-73 Prince Harold Harpy exiled to Brain Coral storage.

0 First Wave of human colonization arrives in Xanth, establishing current permanent settlement.

1 Civilized Voles leave their main camp near the Gap Chasm.

35 Second Wave occurs, killing men and children of First Wave.

200 Third wave occurs several generations later.

202 Magician Roogna delivered to Third Waver.

204 Magician Merlin becomes first king of Xanth. Talent = knowledge.

* Fourth wave occurs. Women surviving the Third Wave kill their rapist husbands and bring in better men.

206 King Merlin marries Sorceress Tapis.

207 Magician Jonathan, the Zombie Master, delivered to Merlin and Tapis.

216 The Princess is delivered to King Merlin and Tapis. Princess Taplin

219 Millie the Maid delivered in West Stockade

224 or

225 Electra delivered to West Stockade

226 King Merlin vacates throne and goes to Mundania.

228 Roogna crowns himself king.

233 Electra goes to the Isle of View to help the Sorceress Tapis by making the Heaven Cent.

236 The Princess goes to Tapis to have a coverlet made for her Sleep. Taplin

* Altercation between Magician Murphy and Sorceress Tapis at the Isle of View. Murphy's curse causes Electra to bite the apple and start the 1,000 year sleep scheduled for the Princess.

* Fifth Wave advance scouts enter Xanth.

* Dor's adventure in Fourth Wave Xanth, wherein he detonates the Forget Spell in the Gap Chasm.

* The great Goblin/Harpy War occurs.

* Prince Harold Harpy released from Brain Coral storage, and the spell on goblin females is revoked.

* Topological transformation of Millie the Maid into a book titled The Skeletin in the Closet.

* Neo-Sorceress Vadne exiled to Brain coral storage.

* The Zombie Master zombies himself.

* Tapis and the Princess go to Castle Roogna, and the Princess marries King Roogna.

237 Magician Murphy retires to Brain Coral storage.

* Fifth Wave proper begins.

267 Jonathan Zombie encounters a phantom at Specter Lake.

286 King Roogna dies in battle with the Sixth Wave.

* Sorceress Rana becomes first female king. Talent = Creation
325  King Reitas' reign
350  Rune, Rana's son, becomes king. Talent = Evocation.
*  Jonathan becomes first zombie king.
400  Talent Research Group established: Bond 007
402  Team talent of Cursing developed: modification
405  Secret of expanding talents
410  Loudspeaker destroys opposition except for Hydrogen
411  Air attack
412  Earth encounter
413  Fire fight
414  Water war
415  Void violation
416  Hydrogen marries Bec on Call, begetting the merfolk of the Water Wing
478  Magician Vortex becomes king after the Zombie King abdicates, finding the job too rotten. Talent = demon summoning.
495  Simurgh's egg delivered.
500  Roxanne Roc starts penance at the Nameless Castle, egg sitting for the Simurgh.
548  Magician Neytron assumes throne. Talent = bringing paintings to life, including those of women or food.
575  Magician Nero assumed throne. Talent = animating golems.
591  Stork brings Magician Gromden. Talent: perceives the history of any object he touches.
623  Magician Gromden assumes the throne.
657  Stork brings Magician Yin-Yang.
658  Stork brings Threnody as the result of the mischief of a demoness (Metria) with King Gromden.
659  Stork brings Jordan the Barbarian to Fen Village.
677  Jordan commences his adventure in medieval Xanth.
*  Jordan has a tryst with Bluebell Elf.
*  King Gromden dies; Castle Roogna deserted.
*  Magician Yang assumes the throne.
*  Jordan becomes a ghost.
*  Threnody marries King Yang.
681  Threnody becomes a ghost.
682  King Yang remarries.
684  Stork brings Lord Bliss, son of Yang.
689  Stork holds nose and brings Evil Magician Muerte A. Fid.
698  Eighth Wave.
704  Lord Bliss marries Lady Ashley Rose.
705  Stork brings Rose of Roogna to Lord Bliss and Lady Rose.
719  King Yang assassinated by poisoning.
*  Muerte A. Fid, Magician of Alchemy, assumes the throne.
721  Lord Bliss receives poison pen letter.
725  Lord Bliss dies. Rose sent to Castle Roogna for safety.
*  Demoness Magpie helps care for Rose
753  Ninth Wave.
*  Magician Quan, Herbalism, Fid's nephew, assumes throne.
797  Tenth Wave.
*  Sorceress Elona, Longevity, becomes second female king.
866  Eleventh Wave.
*  Ghost King Warren, Solidifying. Killed by Fid Also, creating ghosts.
883  Stork brings Magician Ebnez.
897  Mare Imbrium foaled as night mare.
*  Forrest Faun adopts a seedling sandalwood tree.
909  Magician Ebnez takes the throne, after Ghost King exorcised by people.
917  LastWave (Twelfth).
920  Stork brings Clio, later the Muse of History.
932  King Ebnez adapts the deathstone into the Shieldstone to protect Xanth from Mundane Waves.
933  Stork brings Humfrey.
*  Stork brings MareAnn, later Humfrey's Wife #5.5 in 1090.
934  Stork brings the sisters Maiden Taiwan, China, Japan, Mexico
937  Clio and her sisters become replacement Muses on Mount Parnassus.
949  Stork brings Storm Magician.
*  Humfrey hired by King Ebnez to do a Xanth census of talents, as Royal Surveyor.
952  King Ebnez dies.
*  Humfrey declared Magician and assumes throne.
*  King Humfrey marries Dana (Dara) Demoness: Wife #1.
953  E. Timber Bram appointed Historian of Xanth.
954  Dafrey delivered to King Humfrey and Dana Demoness; Dana takes off. Son #1
*  Humfrey marries Maiden Taiwan: Wife #2.
*  Dana returns to summon another stork
955  Tics mutate.
*  Mat-A-Door delivered to Dara Demoness
969  Magician Arnoldo Centaur delivered to Centaur Isle.
971  Humfrey abdicates throne. Maiden Taiwan abdicates their marriage.
*  Storm Magician Aeolus assumes the throne.
*  Humfrey rediscovers Castle Roogna.
972  Humfrey achieves Degree from University of Magic and becomes a true Magician of Information.
972  Magician Humfrey marries Rose of Roogna: Wife #3.
973  Rosetta Bliss Humfrey--"Roy"--delivered to Magician Humfrey and Princess Rose. Daughter #1
975  Storm King decrees that any resident without a magic talent will be exiled from Xanth.
986  Girard Giant rolled to Giant Village by battalion of storks.
994  Rosetta marries Stone.
*  Cherie Centaur foaled south of North Village.
997  Stork brings Magician Trent to North Village.
1000  Rose goes to Hell in a Handbasket.
*  Magician Humfrey takes 80 years worth of Lethe Elixir.
1001  Stork brings Sorceress Iris to an unwary family.
*  Jethro Giant delivered
1002  Crombie the Soldier delivered to Magician Humfrey and Sofia. Son #2
1005  Magician Humfrey trains Magician Trent.
*  Cynthia Human delivered to North Village
1007  Magician Humfrey trains Sorceress Iris.
1017  (Magician) Bink delivered to north Village to Roland and Bianca.
1020  Crone Latia delivered to curse fiends' Gateway Castle
1021  Magician Trent transforms the fish in Fish River into lightning bugs. Also others, including Cynthia, a winged centaur filly who flees to Brain Coral's pool.
1022  Evil Magician Trent attempts a coup d'etat. Transforms Justin into a tree. Is betrayed and exiled to Mundania.
*  Stork delivers Chameleon to Gap Village
1024  Sorceress Iris betrays the Master Slaver
1025  Stork brings Gorgon and Siren, twin sisters.
1027  Bink loses the middle finger of his left hand in a nonmagical accident.
1033  Herman Centaur exiled from the herd for having magic.
1035  Sofia (Wife #4) returns to Mundania.
1036  Sea Hag takes over a body in historical times.
1039  Grundy Golem animated by Good Magician Humfrey.
1040  Donald becomes a shade.
1042  Bink travels to the Good Magician to learn whether he has a magic talent. Encounters an aspect of Chameleon, Donald Shade, Sorceress Iris, Magician Humfrey, has missing finger restored by Healing Spring, and is exiled to drear Mundania.
*  Bink, Chameleon and Magician Trent return to Xanth and find Castle Roogna.
* Wiggle swarm; Herman the Hermit Centaur dies; BigFoot Giant dies.
* Storm King dies.
* Magician Trent becomes king and deactivates Shieldstone.
* Magician Trent marries Sorceress Iris.
* Bink marries Chameleon.
* Chester Centaur marries Cherrie Centaur.
* Thirteenth Wave: Trent's former army settles peacefully.
* Chet Centaur foaled near North Village to Chester and Cherrie Centaur. Talent: shrinking stones
* Grundy Golem goes to Magician Humfrey to learn how to become real.

**TIME OF NO MAGIC.**

* Magician Murphy and neo-Sorceress Vadne escape from Brain Coral storage and make deal with Com Pewter: get them safely to Mundania, and their child will serve the evil machine, if he ever comes to Xanth. Gorgon also leaves Xanth.
* Brain Coral starts inventory of stock in pool. This requires two or three decades to complete, so Murphy and Vadne are not yet missed.
* Crunch Ogre marries Curse-Fiend Ogress.
* Demon X(A/N)^th makes Grundy Golem alive.
* Magician Dor delivered to Bink and Chameleon.
* Crombie marries Jewel Nymph.
* Tandy delivered to Crombie and Jewel.

**1043**

1043 Millie the Ghost restored to life.

**1044**

1044 Princess Irene delivered to King Trent and Queen Iris.
* Smash Ogre whelped north of Magic Dust Village to Crunch Ogre and pseudo ogress.
* Griselda Griffin delivered to Grinelle Griffin
* Patxi starts making enchanted paths

**1045**

1045 Graeboe Giant found in Giant Village.

**1046**

1046 Goldy Goblin delivered to Gorbage Goblin.

**1047**

1047 Chem Centaur foaled to Chester and Cherrie Centaur.
1047 Stork brings Xavier in South Xanth to the witch Xanthippe.

**1051**

1051 Stork delivers Wira into an undistinguished and probably undeserving family.

**1052**

1052 Mela Merwoman delivered

**1053**

1053 Dor becomes king during King Trent's trip to Mundania.
* Zombie Master marries Millie the Maid.
* Hardy Harpy hatched in South Xanth.
* Gorgon, having served a year, gets her Answer: Magician Humfrey would marry her. She's not surprised.

**1056**

1056 Hiatus and Lacuna, twins, delivered to Zombie Master and Millie.
* Stork brings Glory Goblin to Gorbage Goblin.

**1057**

1057 Zora dies of grief for her false true love, and is zombied.
* Stork brings Rapunzel. She is raised in the Ivory Tower by the Sea Hag.

**1058**

1058 A centaur and winged horse happen to drink at a love spring.

**1059**

1059 Cheiron Centaur foaled: a winged centaur.

**1062**

1062 Tandy rides a night mare to Humfrey's castle.
* Griselda Griffin enters Brain Coral's pool.
* Chet Centaur encounters a fat sea cow

**1063**

1063 Chem centaur maps central Xanth.
* John Fairy and Joan Fairy married.
* Siren marries Morris Merman.
* Smash Ogre marries Tandy.
* Goldy Goblin marries nonentitious goblin chief.
* Blythe Brassie marries Brawnye Brassy
* Cencow crossbreed delivered to Chet Centaur's sea cow
1064 Stork brings Cyrus Merchild to Water Wing to Morris Merman and the Siren.
* Eskil (Esk) Ogre delivered to Smash Ogre and Tandy.
* Hugo delivered to Humfrey and the Gorgon. Son #3
* Zombie Master and Millie the Ghost move south and build New Castle Zombie.
* Naldo Naga delivered to King Nabob in Mt. Etamin.
1066 Goody Goblin delivered to a goblin chief.
1067 Princess Irene marries Magician Dor.
* **Hiatus meets Desiree Dryad**
* NextWave (Fourteenth.)
* **Chain of kings during the NextWave:**
  Trent  
  Dor  
  Zombie Master  
  Humfrey  
  Bink  
  Arnold Centaur  
  Iris  
  Irene  
  Chameleon  
  Mare Imbrium  
* Mare Imbrium becomes a Day Mare.
* King Trent abdicates and retires with Iris to North Village.
* Dor assumes throne.
1068 Wira put to sleep at age 16.
* Stork manages to bring Magician Grey to Magician Murphy and Sorceress Vadne in Mundania.
1069 Sorceress-Princess Ivy found under cabbage leaf by King Dor and Queen Irene. (Sometimes the stork can't get into a castle, and can't wait for it to open.)
* Princess Ida, Ivy's twin sister, lost in swamp. Talent: the Idea; what she believes becomes true, if originated by someone who doesn't know her talent.
* Princess Nada Naga delivered to King Nabab in Mt. Etamin.
* Hannah Barbarian delivered to a barbarian family  
1072 Gap Chasm Forget Spell, shaken by the Time of No Magic, fragments, spinning off forget whorls.
* Magician Humfrey and the Gap Dragon (Stanley Steamer) youthened to infancy in a slight mishap.
* Chem Centaur has informal liaison with Xap Hippogriff.
* Lady Gap Dragon, Stacey (Stella) Steamer, takes over post.
* Wiggle swarm.
* Hardy Harpy marries Glory Goblin.
* Xavier marries Zora Zombie.
* Merci Merchild delivered to Merwin and Mela Merfolk.
1073 Chex, a winged centaur filly, foaled by Chem Centaur. Because her sire is of the animal kingdom, she grows and matures quite rapidly for a centaur.
  Xeth Zombie delivered to Xavier and Zora  
1074 Magician-Prince Dolph found under cabbage leaf by King Dor and Queen Irene.
* Jordan the Ghost and Threnody (Renee) restored to life and married.
* Stanley Steamer accidentally banished by a leftover spell.
* Gloha Goblin delivered to Hardy and Glory
* Xander and Zelda Zombie delivered to Xavier and Zora.
1076 Girard Giant messes up dream realm and is punished by becoming the source of a river of blood.
* Hargo Harpy-goblin delivered to Hardy and Glory.
1077 Grundy goes with Snortimer, the Monster Under Ivy's Bed, on a Quest to find Stanley Steamer.
* Stacey Steamer changes her name to Stella.
* Grundy rescues Rapunzel from the Sea Hag, with the aid of the Monster of the Sea.
* Snortimer remains to protect the Fauns and Nymphs, in lieu of Stanley Steamer, who returns to Ivy.
* Grundy Golem bests the Sea Hag, who is banished to the Brain Coral storage. Grundy shows the Demon X(A/N)th how to play to win.
* Godiva Goblin marries Chief Gouty Goblin.
* Grundy marries Rapunzel.
* Gwendolyn (Gwenny) Goblin delivered to Gouty and Godiva Goblin.
* Jenny Elf born in the World of Two Moons. Jewel-lye 2

1078
* LaCuna marries Vernon, retroactively.
* Willow Elf delivered to winged elm tree.

1079
* Gobble Goblin sneaked to Gouty Goblin and a tart.
* Sean Baldwin born in Mundania
* Lacky, alternate daughter, delivered to LaCuna and Vernon: talent of writing things briefly true

1080
* Good Magician Humfrey's dose of Lethe Elixir wears off, and he remembers Rose of Roogna and goes to rescue her from Hell. Gorgon and Hugo join him in the dream realm.
* Latia Curse-Fiend leaves Gateway Castle in Lake Ogre-Chobee to help Esk Ogre and the voles.
* Esk finds Marrow Bones and Bria Brassie on the Lost Path in the Gourd.
* Vale of the Voles and the Kiss-Mee river restored. (Unfortunately the Kissimmee River in Florida, Mundania, remains hostage to the will of the Armed Corps of Engines, so is not affectionate.)
* Esk Ogre marries Bria Brassie.
* Ryver retroactively delivered to LaCuna and Vernon.

1082
* Tristan Troll betrays his tribe by sparing a little human girl from death.
* Merwin Merman toasted by Draco Dragon over a slight misunderstanding.

1083
* Prince Dolph undertakes a Quest to find Good Magician Humfrey, accompanied by Marrow Bones.
* Gracile Ossein messes up a bad dream and flees the realm of the gourd.
* Graeboe Giant gets ill.
* Vida Vila wishes to marry Prince Dolph, but he is too young.
* Marrow and Dolph find Gracile (Grace'l) Ossein on the Isle of Illusion.
* Melantha (Mela) Merwoman captures Dolph. To win free, Dolph undertakes to recover the Firewater Opal from Dragon Dragon.
* Cheiron Centaur marries Chex Centaur in a ceremony performed by the Simurgh before the Winged Monsters. All present swear to protect the foal of this union, whose life will change the course of the history of Xanth.
* The goblins of Mount Etamin raid Drago's nest and abduct Marrow Bones.
* King Nabob Naga betroths his daughter Princess Nada to Prince Dolph, making a Naga-Human alliance. The naga rescue Marrow and the dragon's treasure.
* Marrow and Dolph return two Firewater Opals to Mela.
* Dolph and Nada enter Mundania through the Gourd and meet Turn Key, who provides a way to locate the Heaven Cent.
* Marrow, Grace'l and Dolph use a hypnogourd to enter the realm of dreams and find the sleeping Princess. Only it turns out to be Electra, awakened after 847 years; she got time off for good behavior.
* The Night Stallion puts Grace'l Ossein on trial, with Dolph as defense attorney. Dolph succeeds, barely, in vindicating her, and gains the respect of the Stallion.
* Jot and Tittle, twins, delivered retroactively to LaCuna and Vernon.
* Cube (Cue) delivered to nondescript family

1084
* Chena Centaur foaled on Centaur Isle.
* Brusque Brassy delivered to Esk Ogre and Bria Brassie; talent = making things hard and heavy or soft and light
* David (Baldwin) born in Mundania

1085
* Che Centaur foaled to Cheiron and Chex Centaur.
* Com-Pewter acquires a Castle Roogna magic mirror from a traveler.

1086
* Princess Ivy, Princess Nada, and Electra recover the magic mirror from the evil machine.
* Ivy invokes the Heaven Cent and is transported to Mundania, where she meets Grey Murphy and brings him to Xanth.
* Grey traces the river of blood and rescues Girard Giant, who settles down happily ever after with Gina Giantess.
* Grey and Ivy encounter the Goblinate of the Golden horde led by Grotesk Goblin, and rescue Donkey Centaur. Ivy affiances Grey.
* Grey learns his talent at Mount Parnassus: he is a Magician of Nullification.
* Com Pewter's plot to take over Xanth using Grey Murphy is revealed.
* Magician Murphy and Vadne return to Xanth, and Murphy lays his curse on the geis on Grey to serve Com-Pewter.
The geis is thus fouled up, and Grey is freed to work for Magician Humfrey.

1087 * Picka Bone and Joy'nt delivered to Marrow Bones and Gracile Ossein

1089 * Che Centaur is foalnapped by the goblins of Goblin Mountain.
* Jenny Elf and Sammy Cat come to Xanth from the World of Two Moons and give comfort to Che.
* Siege of Goblin Mountain, resolved when Che agrees to be Gwenny Goblin's Companion, and Gwenny and Jenny go to live with Che's family.
* Prince Dolph marries Electra as she turns eighteen in normal-living time. (Marries Princess Taplin in alternate reality.)
* Karen Baldwin born in Mundania

1090 * Humfrey rescues five and a half wives from Hell, in a fashion.
* Soufflé Serpent comes to the Castle Roogna moat to be the moat monster
* Lacuna's change of life.
* twins Abscissa and Ordinate delivered to orphanage. Talents: traveling along the X and Y coordinates.
* Wira youthened by 22 years and marries Hugo

1091 * Mela Merwoman dons panties and marries Naldo Naga
* Okra Ogress flees marriage and finds friendship; marries Smithereen ogre
* Princess Ida learns she is Princess Ivy's twin sister
* Stork brings Dawn and Eve to Electra on NoRemember Two. Talents: Dawn can tell anything about any living thing; Eve can tell anything about any inanimate thing.
* Epoxy Ogre and Benzene Brassie delivered to Esk Ogre and Bria Brassie: identical male/female twins. Talents of making things hard and fast, or soft and loose
* Prince Dolin delivered to Prince Dolph and Princess Taplin in alternate reality.

1092 * Demon X(A/N)th's dream
* Dug Mundane meets Kim
* Cyrus Merman meets Merci Merwoman
* Black Wave finds home
* Og and Not-Og delivered to Okra Ogress
* Nadine Naga delivered to Naldo Naga and Mela Merwoman
* Cencow meets griffiness

1093 * Surprise Golem delivered to Grundy and Rapunzel, age 5.
* Gloha Goblin-Harpy seeks husband
* Cynthia Centaur released from Brain Coral's pool, and rejuvenated to age 8
* King Emeritus Trent youthened to assist Gloha
* Demoness Metria marries Veleno; personality fragments and Mentia goes out on her own.
* Marrow Bones gets half a soul
* Graeboe Giant is cured
* Phelra Human meets Roxanne Roc
* Merei, Mesta, Dell delivered to griffiness: Chet Centaur's grandchildren

1094 * Gary Gar abates geis and finds Gayle Goyle.
* Sorceress Iris youthened to assist Gary.
* Hiatus joins Desiree Dryad.
* Surprise Golem learns control.
* D. Mentia comes to terms with better half.
* The Xanth Interface is recompiled.
* Steven Steamer delivered to Stanley and Stella
* Chelsy and Cherish Centaur delivered to Cheiron and Chex

1095 * Roxanne Roc tried for violation of Adult Conspiracy
* Princess Ida gets a moon: Ptero: Blue = North (cold), Red = South (hot), Green = West (future), Yellow = East (past)

Chain of moons:
1. Ptero, time is east-west (From, To) geography, demarked by comic strips. Ida in Castle Roogna.
2. Pyramid, with 4 faces: blue, red, green, gray. Giver gains size, receiver loses size. Ida on isle on blue face.
3. Torus, where favors incur burdens of love. Ida on the Isle of Niffen, in the Sarah Sea.
4. Cone, where center is filled with water; sea folk must breed with land folk. Ida in cone point under sea.
5. Dumbbell, where all are fitness freaks; magic requires strength. Ida in center of bar.
6. Pincushion, residences on pins, Ida on rounded end
7. Spiral, like a little galaxy, Ida in center
8. Tangle, like a knot in string or spaghetti. Ida in center
9. Motes, Ida probably in center
   Trapezoid, Shoe, Implosion, Puzzle, Octopus, Tesseract, Fractal, Zombie, Dragon
   unnumbered: Zombie World, green goo Dragon World, Plane

* Simurgh's egg hatches: Sim Chick emerges
* Princess Nada Naga marries Prince Demon Vore
* Princess Ivy marries Grey Murphy
* Demoness Metria gets the stork's attention
* Piper delivered to Hiatus and Desiree Dryad: daughter with talent of healing

1096 Demon X(A/N)th becomes Nimby
* Hurricane Happy Bottom blows into Xanth
* Baldwin family comes to Xanth
* Stork delivers Melody, Harmony, and Rhythm to Grey and Ivy: what they sing and play together becomes real; talents less, apart. Any one sister is a Sorceress; any two together square it, and all three cube it.
* Stork delivers DeMonica to Demon Vore and Nada Naga
* Stork delivers Demon Ted to D. Metria
* Chlorine sheds a tear

1097 Forrest Faun visits Ptero
* Demarginalization
* Mare Imbri finds love

1098 Breanna of the Black Wave wakes to a zombie kiss
* Bink and Chameleon youthened from 81 and 76 to 21 and 16
* Jenny turns 21 (Jewel-lye 2) and gets married
* Chaos delivered to D. Metria. Talent: to make things transparent.
* Demon Xanth learns to dream
* Fray Cloud delivered to Cumulo Fracto Nimbus / Happy Bottom, with half soul
* Xeth Zombie marries Zyzyva Zombie

1099 Nimby visits Mundania
* Pia saves a tree

1100 Triplets meet the Dastard
* Sea Hag escapes the Pool after 33 years in storage-and is banished
* Becka finds Castle Maidragon
* Nimbus delivered to Nimby and Chlorine. Talent: making mixed metaphors real
* Knut delivered to Dug & Kim Mundane

1101 Demon Earth rescued by use of the 6 Rings of Xanth and the Swell Foop
* Justin Tree and Breanna of the Black Wave marry and take over Castle Zombie
* Jaylin gets a horse

1102 Jupiter hurls Red Spot
* Unlaut delivers letters
* Sammy Cat finds love
* Counter-Xanth is won

1103 Cube Route
* Amber Dawn delivered to Breanna
* Counter-Xanth colonization starts

1104 Currant Events
* Dragon immigration: new types
   WEAPON: fire smoke steam suction tongue (prehensile)
   ENVIRONMENT: land water air tunneling jumping (spot teleporting)
   SIZE: giant large medium small tiny (fits in pocket)
   NATURE: friendly trainable indifferent vicious committed (loyal to one person)
* Clio experiences life* Magician Sherlock manifests

1105 Pet Peeve
* Robot invasion